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Thanks to Mark and his committee for inviting me to the show once again.  Also to Heather McCrae for her careful 

handling of all the exhibits.  I hope you will steward for me again some time. 

 

Original Foreign Grand Champion Male 

 

If Grands were given only on Temperament they would all have deserved one. 

 

1st Gr. W/H OAKLEY’S CH. KREMLINKATZ BORIS BLUE (16a) M 18.8.09 Youngish Russian male with a very nice 

temperament.  Fair size and weight.  Short wedge.  Almond shaped eyes, slightly slanting and of good clear green 

colour.   Fairly large ears which are a little too wide set.  Flat skull and fair angle.  Shortish nose with a very slight 

slope.  Level bite and very good chin.  Good whisker pads.  Medium blue coat, in the main sound.  Quite good double 

texture except along the spine line.  Balanced length tapered tail – 3 faint rings.  Some silvery sheen evident. 

 

2nd  STARK’S CH. TROIKA IVAN TSAREVICH (16a) M 2.3.09  Another friendly Russian boy of nearly two 

years of age.  Short wedge but disinclined to show his whisker pads today although we did manage to see them a 

little later on.  Flat skull.  Nose a little straight.  Level bite, shallow but straight chin.  Slightly deep set almond shaped 

eyes of good green colour.  Has jowls.  Held is fair sized ears well when relaxed.  Coat has fair density although a little 

unsound.  Rather a thick tail.  Super temperament. 

 

 

Original Foreign Grand Champion Female 

 

GR. CC  JOHNSON’S CH. TROIKA ELIANA PUSHKINA (16a) F 2.3.09  A lovely Russian female of good size, 

weight and condition.  Fairly short wedge and good prominent whisker pads.  Almond shaped eyes of clear green. 

Fairly large well et ears.  Flat skull and fair angle.  Really good nose shape with a slight slope and not overly straight.  

Level bite and good chin.    Soft texture to short coat, just a little paler at roots.  Long tapered tail of good shape – a 

few faint rings otherwise very clear coated.  Handles well. 

 

RESERVE  MURPHY’S CH. KALTES RHAPSODY INBLUE (33a/16) F 18.8.08  A dainty, typy Devon Rex 

female who is of good firm body weight.  Handled well.  She has a short, broad wedge with a strong muzzle.  High 

cheekbones. Large, low set ears with good width between them – and with both tufts and muffs.  Lovely Devon eye 

shape, large, oval with a slight slant towards the ears – pale green in colour.  Level bite and fair chin.  Short nose with 

a good stop.  Very short, soft coat, tummy also covered.  Soft ripples throughout including down her legs to her 

paws.  Tapered tail also well waved to a curl at the tip but with some guard hairs present causing a harsh feel.  

Unlucky to meet the lovely Russian female today. 

 

Usual Abyssinian Kitten 

 

1ST & BOB EVANS’ GLENDAVAN VICTORIA (23) F 3.9.10  Usual Abyssinian female of lovely size and weight for 

her age.  Large well set ears, following the line of the wedge.  Ears have tiny tufts and are very wide at the base.  

Moderate wedge.  Slight indentation forms the muzzle.  Level bite and good chin.  Slight nose break.  Rounded brow 

to top of head.  Elegant firm body and limbs.  Long tapered tail.  Clear facial pigmentation lines.   Black tip to tail.  

Very short black hocks.  Clear coated with only a very faint neck smudge.  Rich apricot undercoat colour and good 

black ticking.  Darker line of ticking from the head along the spine to black tail tip.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream.  

Large, oval eyes, hazel colour but still changing.  Alert and happy kitten. 

 



Blue Abyssinian Kitten 

 

1ST & BOB GEAR’S AGAPAE CALLISTO (23c) F 4.10.10  Blue Aby female.  Very pretty baby with large well set 

ears, good width between them.  Well rounded brow to top of head.  Rounded almond eyes set on a slight oriental 

slant.  Nose has a slight break but has a tiny bump.  Level bite.  Chin falls away a little.  Short blue hocks.  Blue tail tip.  

Clear facial pigmentation lines.  Long tapered tail.  Darker line of ticking along the spine.  Undercoat on back rather 

pale although the rest is a warm colour.  Slight whisker break.  Chin, lips and nostrils creamy white which extends a 

little down the chest.  Faint broken necklet. 

 

2ND  EVANS GLENDAVAN MARTHAS HARBOUR (23c) F 27.6.10  What a wriggler – wouldn’t stay still for a 

second!  Good size and weight for age.   Large well set ears with small tufts.  Muzzle a little narrow.  Level bite.  Chin 

falls away a little. Good eye shape – rounded almond, set on a slight oriental slant.  Coat felt rather harsh at the 

moment and her undercoat is rather white on her back - pinkish mushroom colour under her tummy and lower 

sides, chest and legs  Very slight smudge at neck.  Chin, lips and nostrils off white.  Clear facial lines.  Very short blue 

hocks.  Blue tip to tail. 

 

AC Silver Abyssinian Kitten 

 

1ST BOB W/H HORNER’S SILVERSMOKE GUINEVERE (23s) F 18.8.10  A good sized female.  Excellent weight.  

Moderate wedge head type.  Quite large ears – needs more width between them.  Slight nose break.  Rounded brow 

to top of her head.  Medium sized eyes, rounded almond – amber in colour.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream.  Two 

heavy broken necklets and some inner leg barring.  Tapered tail – black tip.  Very poor silvery undercoat only silver 

showing on undercoat on lower parts of body.  Very short black hocks.  Tarnishing adding to overall poor coat colour. 

 

Cornish Rex Neuter 

 

1ST PC W/H LOWELL’S MEGGYMOO DANTES INFERNO (33/36) MN 23.3.09  Lovely big strong boy.  Really large 

mussel-shell shaped ears, set rather high on head.  Flat skull curving gently to straight nose.  Level bite and good 

chin.  Well balanced head proportions.  Medium length body, long straight limbs and oval paws.  Coat is short and 

dense with visible evidence of rexing  in places, although not really dense enough to be feelable.  Really no waving 

on shoulders and upper back.  Tail is long, fine and tapered just a tiny bit of clean stud tail.  Slight waving on tail, curl 

at the tip.  Curved whiskers and eyebrows.  Oval eyes of good shape and set.  Gentle boy to judge.  Whilst not taken 

into account I found no evidence of smoke in the undercoat.   

 

 

 

To be considered for BOB only 

 

BOB  TYLER’S GR. PR. MEGGYMOO DONNCHA (33/31s) MN 23.3.09  Really large ears of typical shape, set 

rather high on the head.  Medium wedge.  Flat skull with gently rounded brow to an almost straight nose.  Level bite 

and quite good chin.  A large boy of excellent muscular feel and good weight.  Very short coat of good soft texture 

with fair rippled waves.  Long tapered tail with very slight clean stud tail.  Tail has some waves and a curl at the tip.  

Not so well waved across the shoulders.  Handles really well. 

 

Devon Rex Neuter Male 

 

1st PC w/h BUCK’S PR. MAGICAL SOUPDRAGON (33a/27stx) MN 8.11.08  A big strong Devon boy of fair type.  

Fairly large ears which are very wide at the base.  Wedge could be shorter and muzzle stronger.  Nose is a fraction 

long with some stop.  Level bite, shallow chin which also falls away.  Large oval blue eyes, slanting towards ears.  



Broken eyebrows and whiskers.  Short, soft coat with tiny waves which have a flick at the end but overall the coat 

felt greasy (perhaps preparation?)  Area around the ears and neck bare, not much in the way of muffs.  PC withheld 

because of the coat.  He is a most sweet natured boy who handled well. 

 

2nd  DALE’S PR. POOLSIDE OSCAR MISTY (33a/40/15) MN 17.10.01 A senior Devon gentleman who 

obviously likes his food which has gone to his middle.  Coat is a little long and he has lots of bare patches 

underneath.  Fair sized ears which are set fairly low and are wide at the base.  Slight slope to nose rather than a stop.  

Rather untidy mouth with missing teeth.  Tail is well covered but fur again is rather long.  Broad slightly long wedge.  

A little grumpy today but handled OK. 

 

To be considered for BOB 

 

  HALL’S PR. JONSCOTT ZAZU (33a/31as) MN 16.9.07  Another big lad but again somewhat plump.  

Attractive blue and white pattern but I thought he had a decided “British” look about his head.  Good stop to short 

nose.  Large ears which are very wide at the base and are fairly low set with tufts and slight muffs behind.  Fair 

Devon eye shape and set – green in colour.  Crinkly whiskers and eyebrows.  Soft dense coat with some waving 

although more or less straight on his back.  Rather chunky build.  Thick base to his tail.  Lacks Devon type. 

 

Devon Rex Neuter Female 

 

1st PC w/h TAMS’ GR. PR. POOLSIDE CHEEKY RASCAL (33a/30bs) FN 6.9.05 Fairly large ears, fairly low set – 

wide at the base and with tufts.  Slight muffs.  Quite good Devon type although muzzle could be stronger.  Some 

stop.  High cheekbones.  Rounded brow.  Level bite and fair chin.  Another one who likes her food!  Slightly thick tail 

which is well covered, has waves but feels slightly harsh.  Dense soft coat, with variable waving.  Crinkled eyebrows 

and whiskers.    Tiny waves down her limbs to paws.   

 

To be considered for BOB  

 

BOB  BRAMLEY’S GR. PR. LYDFORD WHITE LILY (33a/14c) FN 7.7.07  Big girl of quite good type. Quite 

good Devon eye shape and set, slanting towards ears.    Fairly good low set ears which are very wide at the base.  

Ears have tufts and slight muffs behind.  Short nose with a fair stop.  Scissor bite, chin falls away a little. Fairly short 

broad wedge with a strong muzzle.  Lovely, short dense coat which is well waved with broad deep waves.  Felt 

slightly harsh along the spine line and top of tail.  Tapered tail which is well covered.  Pristine white beautifully 

prepared coat with no staining.  Handled well. 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

AV Junior Male 

 

1ST DAWSON’S GLENDAVAN STRANGEWAYTOTELL (23a) M 19.3.10 Young Sorrel Aby male of good size, weight 

an condition.  Lustrous copper overall appearance, undercoat bright apricot with chocolate ticking.  Nice gentle head 

contours.  Well set large ears following the line of  the wedge.  Quite large well set rounded almond eyes.  Just has a 

very slight nose break.  Clear facial markings.  Short, close lying coat of very good texture.  Good tail shape – colour 

to tip.  Short amount of chocolate colour to hocks.  No necklets.  Very well behaved lad.   

 

2ND AUST’S AUSTAZOUS SECRET LIAISON (76a/30) M 25.2.10  AOC Eyes Snow Spotted Bengal.  Another nice big 

young man.  Long body and strong legs.  Nice broad medium wedge.  Good nose shape which has a very slight 

concave curve.  Balanced length tapered tail.  Already has jowls.  Dense and soft coat.  Quite distinct spotted coat 

pattern.  Slight linkage on sides. 



 

3RD RAMSDEN’S ADECISH SNOWSHOO IDRIS (83w) M 15.3.10 

 

AV Junior Female 

 

1ST WHITEHOUSE’S NEWKINGDOM ELECTA (78/30s) F 12.5.10  A lovely Mau female.  Good worried expression.  

Uniform nose lines.  Gentle contour to nose and slight rise at the bridge to the forehead.    Excellent ear setting, 

moderately large just slightly flared.   Good medium length coat with slight resilience lying close to the body.  Really 

distinct spotting varying from charcoal to black.  Lots of tiny random spots.  Pale silver ground colour.  Long tapered 

tail well ringed.  Deep red nose leather.  Handled beautifully. 

 

 

2ND SOUTHALL’S COLDENUFFORSNOW FOX (83w) F 23.5.10  A very sweet natured Snowshoe girl of just 9 

months.  Gentle rounded head contours.  Medium sized well set ears, continuing the line of the wedge. 

Perfect inverted white “V” on face.  Front paws almost match and back almost.  Moderately short resilient coat.  

Slight body shading.  Good seal colour to points.   

 

3RD BRYCE’S YESSO LEILANI (73) F 9.6.09  

 

AV Senior Female 

 

1st MURPHY’S CH. KALTES RHAPSODY INBLUE (33a/16) F 18.8.08 

 

2nd MCRAE & GABB’S CH. DAYJOY ORLA (68/43hsq) F 26.2.09    Chocolate Silver Tortie Tiffanie girl.  Attractive 

girl of good type.  Short, broad wedge.  Short nose with break.  Good chin.  Fine, silky coat lying flat along the spine 

and flowing down body and sides.  Tufts and streamers on ears.  Flowing tail.  Tufted paws.  Some tortie on face.  

Colour to pads. 

 

3RD JEFFERS’ JENANCA CLARISSA (34/40/2) F 13.2.09 

 

AV Breeders Female (Kitten) 

 

1ST JOHNSON’S KORESHKA ROKSANA RUSINA (16a) F 7.7.10  A very nice Russian Blue kitten with a lovely 

Russian expression.  A gentle girl who was easy to handle.  Thick double coat which is more or less sound.  Good 

large vertically set ears.  Short wedge of good width.  Excellent whisker pads.  Short nose of good shape.  Some slight 

tabby banding showing at the moment.  Would prefer her tail is little more slender. 

 

2ND GEAR’S AGAPAE CALLISTO (23c) F 4.10.10   

 

3RD SOUTHALL’S COLDENUFFORSNOW GAIETY (83aw) F 1.11.10 

 

AV Not Bred by Exhibitor Male (Kitten) 

 

1ST GOODSALL’S TOBYSDEN ARCTICSTAR (76b/30) M 19.8.10   Blue Eyed Snow Spotted Bengal.  Really well 

grown boy for 6 months.  Noisy lad but handled OK.  Pale blue eyes.  Largish well set ears.  Slight slope to nose. 

Lovely Bengal look and pearly glow all over.  Very short, dense coat with clear light to dark brown spotting.  Leg 

bracelets.  Clear facial markings.   

 

AV Neuter 



 

1st MCCRAE & GABB’S GR. PR. DUSHENKA XARIABELLA (16a) FN 5.1.08 Russian Blue female with a nicely 

balanced head with large, vertically set ears.  Short wedge and excellent whisker pads.  Almond shaped green eyes.  

Flat skull and some angle.  Nose has a slight bump.  Level bite and good chin.  Nice Russian expression.  Short, plushy 

coat just a fraction harsh to the touch.  Long tapered tail.   

 

2nd PARRY’S GR. PR. NWELA FRECKLES (73bs) FN 21.5.08  Chocolate Silver Ocicat boy.  A substantial cat with 

clear spotting.  Modified wedge.  Deep gold eyes.  Slight nose break.  Warmer chocolate colour on face and limbs.  

Dark chocolate tail tip.  Slight linkage on sides.  Short silky close lying coat. 

 

3rd OZIMKOWSKI’S PR. THEOAKS GEORGE (34) MN 20.3.09 

 

Scorpio AV Foreign Cat/Kitten born from Oct 23 to Nov 21 

 

1st BUCK’S PR. MAGICAL SOUPDRAGON (33a/27stx) MN 8.11.08 

 

2nd LAMBS’ GR. CH. NATANGOIS GHANIYAH OF GENIEMAU (78/30) F 4.11.07   Bronze Egyptian Mau female.  A 

large muscular cat.  Very soft short coat.  Large spots, some slight linkage.  Green eyes. 

 

 

 

 

 


